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1. Introduction

It is well known that in contrast to their exceptional

tensile characteristics, the compressive properties of
Kevlar fibres are poor. Detailed investigations have been

carried out in the past to understand the deformation
characteristics of axially compressed Kevlar 49 fibres.

Greenwood and Rose (1974) who were the first to study
the compressive behaviour of Kevlar 49 fibres showed

that kink bands characterized the surface of fibres com-
pressed by the elastica loop method. They also reported
the separation of fibrils under the compressed surface.
Dobb et al (1.981) examined the fibres compressed by
the loop method as well as those extracted from axially
compressed fibre-epoxy resin composites. The deforma-
tion mechanism proposed by them is also based on the
i nitial formation of kink bands. From an extensive study
of the longitudinal sections of compressed fibres, they

showed that the propagation of compression induced
kink bands is unaffected by the presence of pleated
structure which characterizes Kevlar 49 fibres (Dobb

et al 1977). They also reported the presence of micro
cracks in the kink bands and delamination in fibres
i nitially compressed and subsequently fractured in tension.
Deteresa et al's (1984) study which used the bending
beam method to compress the fibres, also confirmed the

occurrence of kink bands on the surface. They view the
kink formation as due to buckling of the microfibrils.

The later work of McGarry and Moalli (1991) provides
further evidence for the formation of kink bands by
buckling of fibrils at or very near the surface of the
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fibre. They examined the effect of coating of the surface

on the compressive strength of the fibre. The recent
work of Iyer and Vijayan (1996) also confirmed the

occurrence of kink bands, fibrillation and macrobuckling
i n ultrasonically compressed Kevlar fibres. All these
i nvestigations have established that buckling of fibrils
and the resultant formation of kink bands are the promi-

nent manifestations of axial compression of Kevlar fibres.
It must be pointed out that the macro characteristics

of compressed Kevlar 49 fibres reported so far in literature
are based primarily on optical and electron microscopic

observations. To date, crystallographic data on compressed
fibres are not available. As is well known, in the
architecture of fibre morphology, fibrils include several

crystallites and each crystallite includes several crystallo-
graphic unit cells. When fibres undergo axial compression

does the effect percolate down to the crystal lattice?

This question was addressed and the results emerging
from the first X-ray diffraction study on axially
compressed Kevlar 49 fbres are presented in this paper.

2. Experimental

The samples used in this study were Kevlar 49 fibres
made commercially available by DuPont Inc., USA.

Details of ultrasonic compression of Kevlar fibres have
been reported elsewhere (Iyer and Vijayan 1996). Axially

compressed fibres were characterized primarily by X-ray
diffraction methods and supported by few tensile testing.

X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded both prior to
and after various extents of compression, using a

STOEISTADI-P powder diffractometer with transmission
geometry (fine focus setting). Germanium monochromated
CuKcz 1 radiation was employed. X-ray diffraction data
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3.1 Crystallographic data

Figures 1(a) and (b) present the equatorial and the
meridional diffraction patterns recorded prior to axial
compression. In figures 2(a) and (b), the patterns from
fibres exposed to ultrasonic waves for 1, 3 and 6 h,
respectively have been compared. As was reported earlier
(Iyer and Vijayan 1996), increase in the duration of
exposure to ultrasonic waves represents a corresponding
increase in the extent of compression. Thus the patterns
i n figure 2 are from fibres compressed to different
extents, the 6 h set being the most compressed. The
overall similarity between the patterns from the as-
received and the compressed fibres shows that the basic
crystal structure of the fibre is unaffected by the process
of compression. Careful examination of the patterns,
however, indicates that compression leaves a residual
effect, viz. shifts in the 20 values of both equatorial
and meridional reflections. Table 1 presents the observed
shifts (A) in the 20 values along with the respective
e.s.d.'s (cr). It is found that with the exception of the
basal plane reflections from fibres agitated for I h, for
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concern an infinite crystal of PPTA whereas the present
study is on fibres of finite length_ The physical charac-
teristics of a fictitious, infinitely long crystal are under-
standably different from those of a fibre. The former
represents an ideal condition whereas the latter is a
synthesized product with inherent defects. Presence of
defects can affect the behaviour of the fibre. Kevlar, as is
well known, has a paracrystalline structure (Northolt and
Aartsen 1977), a skin-core differentiation (Morgan et a1
1983) and surface impurities (Vijayan 1987). Features
like these which differentiate the fibre from an infinitely
l ong crystal can account for the observed difference
between Lacks' predictions and the present experimental
data. Secondly, Lacks considers a crystal failed in
compression, whereas the present X-ray data are from
compressed but not compressively failed samples-

As mentioned earlier, the effect of compression on
the basal plane dimensions (figure 3) is strikingly different
from that on the chain axis. Both e- and b-axial lengths
i ncrease with compression. In the crystal structure of
PPTA, the a-direction corresponds to a concentration of
van der Waals' interaction between adjacent layers. Our
earlier studies have shown that a-dimension increases
readily with thermal ageing (Iyer and Vijayan 1994).
The present data (figure 3(b)) shows that similar sensi-
tivity is characteristic of compression also. Such a
recurrence establishes the vulnerability of the weak
inter-layer interactions in the crystal structure of PPTA
to deforming agencies which could be either thermal or
ultrasonic in nature.

The observed increase in the b-value is in support of
the deformation model shown in figure 4. It may- be
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Crystallographic data on axially compressed Kevlar 49 fibres

axial compression. Such a closing up of the equatorial
reflections suggests reduction in the tensile strength of
the fibre (Shubha et al 1991). Details of the experimen-
tally measured tensile strength will be presented in the
subsequent section.

In addition to the 20 values, the half width and the
azimuthal spread of reflections also manifest compression
induced changes. Figure 7 depicts the progressive sharp-
ening of the equatorial reflections, a behaviour very
similar to that observed in thermally aged fibres (lyer
and Vijayan 1994). Ultrasonic agitation thus appears to
have a beneficial, annealing type of effect on the basal
plane of the crystal structure. In striking contrast with
the equatorial reflections, the meridional reflections
exhibit progressive broadening (figure 8) which may be
associated with the introduction of microstrain and/or
fragmentation of crystallites along the chain direction.
Introduction of microstrain is indeed in keeping with
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Figure 6. Compression induced reduction in the angular sepa-
ration of the equatorial reflections.
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Figure 7. Reduction in the half-width values of the equatorial
reflections.

the concept of deformation along the chain direction
mentioned earlier.

Figure 9 presents the increase in the azimuthal spread
of reflections recorded from fibres compressed by 6 h
of ultrasonic exposure. Such an increase is indicative of
misalignment of polymer chains about the fibre axis
which in turn suggests deterioration in the tensile modulus
of the fibre.

The above mentioned X-ray observations provide an
unambiguous evidence that the effect of macro compres-
sion penetrates upto the crystal lattice. X-ray data further
suggest deterioration in tensile properties which indeed
has been confirmed experimentally, the details of which
follow.

3.2 Tensile characteristics

Experimentally measured tensile strength and modulus
of ultrasonically compressed fibres (table 2) conform
well with the X-ray observations. As in the case of
thermally aged fibres (Parimala and Vijayan 1993), the
reduction in tensile strength is more than the modulus,
the reductions being - 17% and 10 . 4%a, respectively.
Similar reduction in tensile strength has been reported
by Deteresa et al (1984) and Dobb et al (1981), both
of whom have studied Kevlar fibres compressed by
different methods. Deteresa et al (1984) have shown that
application of 100 cycles to 1.2% compressive strain
causes 10% loss in tensile strength. Dobb et al (1984)
report 24% loss i n tensile strength of fibres subjected
to 1000 flexural cycles.

Figure 10 compares typical load-extension curves
recorded from the as-received and ultrasonically com-
pressed fibres. It is observed that the curve from ultra-
sonically compressed fibres is similar in shape to that
recorded prior to compression. Deteresa et al (1984), on
the other hand, report a `dramatic change' in the shape,
in the initial portion of the stress-strain curve during
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Figure 8. Increase in the half-width values of the meridional
reflections.
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Figure 9. Comparison of the azimuthal spreads before (a) and
after (b) compression.

Table 2. Comparison of tensile strength and modulus of fibres
prior to and after compression.

the first tensile loading following compression. Absence
of such differences between the curves in figure 10 may
be associated with the differences in the experimental
conditions used for tensile testing. Deteresa et al (1984)
have utilized a slow pulling rate of I mm/min and a
gauge length of 50 mm. In contrast, in the present study,
the cross head movement was comparatively fast, viz.
15 mmlmin and the gauge length was also less viz.
25 mm. It is likely that consequent to these differences,
the fine features of the load-extension curve seen by
Deteresa et at (1984) were missed out in the present
study.

4. Conclusion

The effect of macro axial compression of Kevlar 49
fibres percolates upto the crystal lattice. The unit cell
suffers an anisotropic deformation. Whereas the c-axial

R V Iyer et al
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Figure 10. Comparison of the load-extension curves of fibres
prior to (a) and after (b) compression.

length (chain axis) contracts, the transverse ab-plane
enlarges. X-ray data suggest possible deformations along
the chain direction. The reductions in the tensile modulus
and strength of compressed fibres are in qualitative
agreement with the compression induced structural
changes.
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